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Experiments on radiative collapse in laser-produced plasmas relevant to astrophysical jets
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We report a laser experiment of astrophysical interest on radiative jet formation. Conically shaped targets are
irradiated by intense laser light. An ablated plasma flow collides at the axis of the cone targets, then propagates
at high Mach number, forming a jetlike structure. We measure time-resolved x-ray self-emission images from
the jets. The diameter of the jet increases with decreasing atomic number of the irradiated target, suggesting
that the collimation is due to radiative cooling. Two-dimensional simulations reproduce essential features of
the experimental results.

PACS number~s!: 52.50.Jm, 52.35.Tc, 52.70.La, 98.38.Fs
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Astrophysical jets are one of the most exciting pheno
ena in our universe. Previous observations provided w
collimated jet images ejected from active galactic nuclei@1#
and from young stellar objects@2–4#. Protostellar jets such
as ~Harbig-Haro!-47 @2,4# were been well studied observa
tionally @5–7#. They propagate at a high Mach numberM
.10, and are well collimated and narrow. The reason for
significant collimation of these jets is not completely und
stood, but some calculations indicate that radiative coolin
a probable candidate for the collimation@8,9#. Radiative
cooling is very important not only for the formation of ra
diative jets, but also in magnetic confinement fusion plasm
@10#, Z-pinch plasmas@11#, and laser-produced plasma
@12,13#. A recent experimental study indicated that a hig
power laser allows the creation of a high Mach number
diative jet in the laboratory@14#.

Motivated by astrophysical interest in radiative jets,
this Brief Report we focus on a study of radiation effects
the formation of high Mach number jets. Conically shap
targets were irradiated by a short burst of intense laser
diation, and we measured the x-ray emission from the
propagating from the target. Radiative effects are a str
function of the atomic number (Z). In order to isolate the
effects of radiation in our laboratory jets under otherw
similar conditions, we varied theZ of the targets, employing
CH ~palyrene!, Al, Fe, and Au. The higher-Z jets were nar-
row and collimated~‘‘collapsed’’!, whereas the lower-Z
plasma jets were much broader. We simulated the jet for
tion with the two-dimensional~2D! radiation-hydrodynamics
codeLASNEX @15#. The radiative cooling effect observed
the experimental results was reproduced by the 2D sim
tions, showing that radiative collapse occurs in the highZ
jets, but not in low-Z jets.

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Co
cally shaped solid targets were irradiated by six beams of
frequency-doubled ~wavelength 0.53 mm! GEKKO-XII
Nd:glass laser@16# at the Institute of Laser Engineering
Osaka University. The full width at half maximum~FWHM!
pulse duration of the laser and the total laser energy w
100 ps ~Gaussian! and '500 J, respectively. The openin
angle of the conically shaped target was 120°. The diam
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of the cone targets was 1.6 mm. Five beams of the GEK
laser irradiated the inner side of the cone target in a symm
ric pentagonal orientation. The incident angle of each be
was 37.4° to the normal of the cone surface. An additio
beam irradiated the center of the cone from the direct
exactly face on to the cone target. We employed rand
phase plates@17# on all laser beams to generate an over
spatially uniform irradiation. The overlapped laser spot
ameter and effective laser intensity were approximately
mm ~FWHM! and'331014 W/cm2, respectively.

When a high-intensity laser pulse irradiates a mater
laser energy is absorbed, and the surface of the targe
heated up. The heated mass is ablated from the surface a
plasma, which moves rapidly away from the surface in
perpendicular direction. The ablated hot plasma ‘‘implode
onto the axis of the cone. The axial component of the i
ploding plasma is largely unaffected, and the plasma ‘‘je
propagates along the cone axis. In our estimation from
simulation~which is described later!, the ion mean free path
of the colliding plasma is very small even for the low-Z CH
plasma; the ‘‘interpenetration’’ of the imploding plasma
negligible in this experimental condition. As the ablat
plasma stagnates on the axis of the cone, the radial com
nent of incoming momentum flux (ravs

2) is converted to
pressure on axis@(Z11)njetTjet#. Equating, and replacing
ion number density with mass density, we haveravs

2

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup.
8838 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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5const3@(Z11)/A#r jetTjet , that is, ravs
2}r jetTjet . Hence,

if radiation cools the plasma jet on axis, lowering the te
perature, the density has to increase to maintain the pres
an effect we call ‘‘radiative collapse.’’ Note, that the ablat
plasma should emerge like a ‘‘bullet’’@18#, not a continuous
outflow, because the pulse duration of the laser is relativ
short. As we stated above, the formation of a well-collima
jet depends on radiative cooling. Since the radiation from

jet plasma increases with increasing ionization state (Z̄) of
the plasma, we employed four kinds of target materials:
lyrene (C8H8 : Z53.5), aluminum (Al: Z513), iron
~Fe: Z526), and gold (Au: Z579).

We measured the x-ray self-emission from the jets.
x-ray framing camera~XFC! was used to obtain snapshots
two-dimensional self-emission images of the jets every 1
ps for 500 ps. The XFC was located at 90° to the axis of
cone target in order to have a side-on view of the jet. T
XFC was coupled with a 15-mm-diameter pinhole image
with a magnification of 6. The temporal resolution and t
spatial resolution of the XFC were 80 ps and 15mm, respec-
tively. Another XFC was also located at 90° to the axis
the cone, from but on the other side to observe a bac
image of the irradiated cone target by x-ray radiography. T
uranium~U! backlight disk was located at 3 mm away fro
the axis of the cone target. The uranium backlighter tar
was irradiated by one beam of the GEKKO to generate a
x-ray source. The pulse width, focusing diameter, and la
energy of the backlighter beam were 100 ps, 1.5 mm, and
J, respectively. The uranium backlighter emits x rays w
the photon energy of around 1.0 keV@19#. We also measured
the jet speed with an x-ray streak camera~XSC!, which was
located at 90° to the normal of the cone. The XSC is coup
to a 10350-mm2 slit imager with a magnification of 7. The
temporal resolution and the spatial resolution of the X
were 90 ps and 20mm, respectively. The XSC measured t
x-ray emission on the axis of the cone target. Data from
XFC’s and the XSC were recorded onto charge coupled
vise cameras.

Figure 2 shows the snapshots of two-dimensional s
emission x-ray images from the XFC for~a! CH, ~b! Al, ~c!
Fe, and~d! Au target at 1.3 ns after the laser irradiation. T
data show jetlike emission structures from the center of
cone. We can see the difference in the diameter of the x
emission between each jet, that is, the diameter incre
with decreasing atomic number of the target. From the X
image of the Au jet~not shown here!, the peak intensity of
the emission moves rapidly away from the cone target. T
indicates that the high density mass from the cone ta
propagates rapidly like a bullet because the x-ray emiss
for optically thin plasma is a strong function of the ion de
sity (;ni

2), that is, the peak in emission coincides with t
peak in density. The jet tip velocity was taken to be t
velocity of the position of half maximum of the sel
emission. The typical tip velocities were (6 –8
3107 cm/s. The backlit radiograph Fe jet~at 2.0 ns! is
shown in Fig. 2~e!. We confirmed that the mass actual
exists along the axis line of the cone from the snapshot
the backlit image. In our jets, we did not see any turbule
or knots caused by hydrodynamic or radiative hydrodyna
instabilities@20#. Note that the spatial resolution of the XF
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is 20 mm, so features or perturbations smaller than this
not visible for our diagnostics in this experiment.

We analyzed the diameter of the jets for each spatial
sition, and each observation time from the two-dimensio
self-emission images taken from the XFC. First, we plot
the peak intensity point for each image in order to determ
the ‘‘jet peak,’’ because the peak intensity coincides with t
peak density as describe above. Normalized lateral lineo
for the axial position corresponding to the location of pe
intensity at 1.3 ns are shown in Fig. 3~a!. We show this with

FIG. 2. Snapshots of two-dimensional side-on self-emission
ages from the XFC for~a! CH, ~b! Al, ~c! Fe, and~d! Au targets at
1.3 ns after the laser irradiation.~e! Backlit Fe jet image from the
XFC at 2.0 ns, and~f! radial lineout plot at 1 mm from the center o
the cone target.

FIG. 3. ~a! Lineouts of the four jets at 1.3 ns after the las
irradiation and at around the peak emission point of each jet.~b! Jet
diameter and radiation cooling time vs effective ionization state^Z&
for each jet. The radiation cooling timet rad and^Z& were calculated
by theLASNEX 2D simulation.
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a plot of the diameter~FWHM! of each jet vs ionization stat
Z̄ in Fig. 3~b!. Z̄ is calculated value from theLASNEX simu-
lation for each target material. The radiation transport al
rithm used in the simulations was multigroup diffusion a
suming a non-local thermodynamic equilibrium plasma, w
256 to 512 bins encompassing photon energies from 1 e
30 keV and with detailed emission and absorption lines. I
very clear that the diameter of the self-emission decrea
monotonically with increasing atomic number of the targ
When the strong radiative cooling occurs, the density rap
increases while the temperature drops to maintain press
Since the local sound speed of the plasma is determine
the temperature@cs5(gP/r)1/2}T1/2#, the sound speed de
creases with radiative cooling. Since the radial flow veloc
of the jet is approximately determined by the sound spe
the radiative collapse reduces the diameter of the jets,
slows any subsequent expansion.

Examples of the output from theLASNEX 2D simulations
are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4~a! gives electron temperatur
and mass density of the Al jet at several time steps, and
4~b! shows the same for Fe. The results shown represen
average from 10 to 30mm from the axis of the cone. Th
dotted curves and the solid curves in the Fig. 4 represen
mass density and the electron temperature, respectively.
electron temperature of the Fe jet shows significant coo
in vicinity of the tip of the jet, while the electron temperatu
of the Al jet shows no evidence of cooling near the tip. Als
the mass density of the Fe jet increases with decreasing
tron temperature around the tip of the jet. Note that the m
density of the Fe jet is higher than that of the Al jet by
factor of 50 at 1.6 ns, and at 1 mm. Although we observ
backlit images for the higher-Z jets ~Fe and Au!, we were
unable to record backlit images for the lower-Z jets ~CH and
Al !, due to their lower overall optical depth. We can s
weak radiative cooling of the Al jet at 1.6 ns near the co
target. However, the radiative cooling does not catch up w
the jet propagation, resulting in formation of the ‘‘adiabatic
jet during our observation time scale. Thus the radiative c
lapse should be sensitive to the ratio of the radiative coo

FIG. 4. Examples of theLASNEX 2D simulation of the~a! Al and
~b! Fe jets. The solid curves and the dotted curves represen
electron temperature and the mass density in the jet propag
direction, respectively.
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time and the hydrodynamic time. We also did the calculat
turning off the radiation transport~not shown here!. The
radiation-off calculation of high-Z jets resembles the adia
batic jets, that is, there is no obvious cooling during the
propagation.

Since the criterion of the radiative jet should be det
mined by the ratio of the radiative cooling time to the hydr
dynamic time, we calculated the radiation cooling time f
all the jets using theLASNEX 2D simulations. The squares i
Fig. 3~b! are the radiative cooling timet rad, which is defined
as the plasma energy content divided by the radiative fl
t rad53nek(Ti /Z̄1Te)/2/qrad, wherene is the electron den-
sity, k is the Boltzman constant,Ti is the ion temperature,Te
is the electron temperature, andqrad is the radiative flux.t rad
is from calculated values at 1.3 ns and at around the p
point of the self-emission. All the parameters were calcula
by the LASNEX 2D simulation. This plot clearly shows tha
the radiation cooling time decreases with increasingZ̄. The
radiation cooling time of the Fe and Au jets is much smal
than a hydrodynamic time scale (thydro5Rjet /cs), while for
Al thydro,t rad, and for CH, we havethydro!t rad. This is
consistent with our interpretation that the radiative collap
forms the well-collimated jets.

The radiation time scale can also be roughly estimated
a steady-state coronal equilibrium model@21#. This model
assumes that the plasma is transparent to its radiation~opti-
cally thin!, and that the electron collisional ionization rate
exactly balanced by the total recombination rate. The coo
rateq @erg/(cm3 s)# is given byq5neniG5Z̄ni

2G, where the
‘‘cooling curve’’ G(Te) is given graphically in reference
@21# as erg cm3/s. For Fe atTe50.5–1.0 keV, this model
gives G55310219 erg cm3/s5331027 eV cm3/s. Di-
viding the plasma energy content by the cooling rate,
write the radiation cooling time (t rad) as t rad5@(3/2)(Z̄
11)niT#/(GZ̄ni

2)'53106T (eV)/ni , sinceZ̄ is relatively

large ('̄15 both from theLASNEX simulation and from Ref.
@21#. Since the radiation cooling time is approximated
t rad;1/ni;1/r, if r51022 g/cm3, thent rad'50 ps, or if
r5531023 g/cm3, which is the result from the simulation
t rad'100 ps. This estimate suggests that the radia
cooling occurs in the early moments (t,;1 ns) in our ex-
periment. Note also that the cooling parameter for
at Te50.5–1.0 keV given in Ref. @21# is ;2
310220 erg cm3/s, i.e., a factor of 25 smaller than that o
Fe and at the same temperature. This is consistent with
observation that the Al is not radiatively cooled, whereas
Fe is.

In Table I, we compare some important dimensionle
parameters in our laser-produced jets with those in the as
physical jets. The ranges of the dimensionless parameter
typical astrophysical jets are taken from Refs.@8,9#. The pa-

he
on

TABLE I. The dimensionless parameters (M : Mach number;x:
radiation cooling parameter! in our experiment and the Harbig-Har
~HH! jets.

Parameters HH jets CH jet Au jet

M 10–20 2–8 10–50
x 0.1–10 '40 '0.7
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rameters for the laboratory jets are taken fromLASNEX 2D
simulations. An important dimensionless parameter of
hydrodynamics of jets is internal Mach numberM
5v jet /cs , the ratio of velocity of the jetv jet to the sound
speedcs within the jet. We confirmed that the jet velocityv jet
for each target material shows good agreement with
from LASNEX simulation. Also compared is the dimensio
less radiative cooling parameterx, which is the ratio of the
cooling length to the radius of the jet (v jet•t rad/R0), where
R0 is the radius of the jet at the location of peak se
emission. Whenx is small,x,1, the jet is ‘‘radiative’’ be-
cause the radiation cooling time is smaller than the hydro
namic time. We used calculated values from theLASNEX

simulation except forR0. Thex in Table I are values at 1.3
ns and at the jet peak. The Mach numberM of our jets is
very close to that of the astrophysical jets. Since the so
speed of the high-Z jet is reduced by the radiative cooling
the Mach numbers of the high-Z jets are relatively higher
than those of the low-Z jets. The ratio of the jet density to
ambient mediumh is much larger than that of the astro
physical jets, because our experiments were conducte
nearly vacuum (ramb'10211 g/cm3). On the other hand, the
e

at

-

d

at

radiative cooling parameterx is of the same order of mag
nitude as astrophysical jets. Thex values for our laboratory
jets differ by up to a factor of 50 between Au and CH
showing that we span nearly adiabatic to radiatively coo
conditions.

In conclusion, we have developed laboratory jet expe
ments relevant to astrophysical jets. The experimental res
show that jets of high-Z material are more radiatively coole
and are well collimated, whereas low-Z materials jet are
adiabatically expanded. The experimental results were w
reproduced by 2DLASNEX simulations. The simulation re
sults indicates that the radiative cooling time is important
the formation of the well-collimated jets. The internal Mac
numbers and radiative cooling parameters of our experim
tal jets are relevant to those of the astrophysical jets.
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